
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
– Traditional view: primary goal is profit maximisation as business is organised & carried on primarily for profit of stockholders: Dodge 

v Ford Motor 
– Shareholder value maximisation [McCabe] versus stakeholder value model [Kraakman] 
– Kraakman: appropriate goal of corporate law is to advance the aggregate welfare of a firm’s shareholders, employees, suppliers & 

customers without undue sacrifice & if possible with benefit to third parties such as local communities & beneficiaries of the natural 
environment à overall social efficiency  

– McCabe: trading companies are created to maximise profits through production & trading à reference to the Biblical injunction 
against serving two master  
o Should be noted that the only aspect in Aus statute supporting this notion is that the director must act in the ‘best interests of the 

Co’ à for this theory to be plausible in Aus consideration needs to be had to who is the ‘Company’ & cases have extended this 
definition beyond just shareholders & also raises the issue as to what is in the best interests of the Co – long or short term 
interests. 

o Aus can be contrasted with UK where there duty is to ‘promote the success of the Co’ which is a broader CSR duty 
Dodge v Ford Motor Co: Ford wanted to use profits [1] reduce car prices [2] increase salaries $1p/day [3] provide worker entitlements 
such as healthcare & education. SH objected cuz Co meant to maximise profits for SH. Ford said his ambition was to employ more men, 
spread the benefits of the industrial system to the greatest number of people & help them build up their lives. HELD: a business 
corporation is organised & carried on primarily for profit of stockholders & Ford could not turn the Co into a charity. Co had to pay 
dividends. 

o Aus courts may not make same decision today: the interpretation of ‘best interests of the Co’ has been considered more broadly 
& this is further demonstrated by UK statute  

[1] Definition of corporate social responsibility: 
– It is corporate responsibility, citizenship, responsible business, sustainable responsible business & corporate social performance. 
– It is enforced by self-regulation by companies à CSR specifically includes the interests of the public in corporate decision making & 

sometimes called observing the ‘triple bottom line’ – people, planet, profit 
– CSR + NEW TRANSPARENCY: social media in a new enforcer cuz it provides a level of transparency that didn’t exist before – Co’s 

realise its so powerful they are anticipating what is going to happen & act in a good way 
– OECD Principles of Corporate Governance: the governance framework should recognise that the interests of the corporation are 

served by recognising the interest of stockholders [including employees & creditors] & their contribution to the long-term success of 
the corporation 

– CSR = shared value à Porter says if you look after the stakeholders you share the value of the company – the Co gets richer by 
looking after all of these areas & as a result everyone gets richer 

[2] CSR in statutory form: 
– UK Companies Act codifies the various general law duties into a statutory statement of 7 duties 
– Directors must seek the success of the company, yet attend to many stakeholders à as per s 172 
– Section 172: A director of a company must act in the way he consider, in good faith, would be most likely to promote the success of 

the company for the benefits of its members as a whole, & in doing so have regard to: 
a. The likely consequences of any decision in the long term 
b. The interests of the company’s employees 
c. The need to foster the company’s business relationships with suppliers, customers & others 
d. The impact of the company’s operations on the community & environment 
e. The desirability of the company maintaining a reputation for high standards of business conduct; AND 
f. The need to act fairly as between members of the company  
[3] Globalisation & CSR: 
– Multinational enterprises & transnational companies have emerged à the CSR debate revolves around the conduct of MNE’s & 

TNC’s & large private firms which cuz of their size can significantly influence domestic & international policy & the communities in 
which they operate 

– There are various instruments setting out CSR patterns imposed by supernational organisations like the United Nations, the ILO, the 
OECD and the EU  

Exxon: faced SH revolt over approach to climate change. SH wanted to invest in solar & wind instead of gas. CEO said they were their 
opposition & didn’t want to move away from oil & gas & said his job was to maximise profits for SH. 20% voted to for the investment. 
Exxon are now making an effort to see they are at forefront of all types of energy 
– 2010: UK Parliamentary Committee Report on business & human rights: recommends the UK government develop a set of 

standards that UK businesses must meet to comply with their responsibility to respect human rights. 
– Companies may undertake human rights diligence for their business – they may face legal liability in the UK for breaches of human 

rights occurring with the UK & extraterritorially. This impacts international debate & practice, including Aus  
[4] Corporate Ethics & CSR 
– Boardroom ethics concerns broad principles of integrity & fairness & focuses on stakeholder issues such as product, quality, 

customer satisfaction, employee wages & benefits & local community & environmental responsibilities.  
– After the massive company collapse of Enron & HIH, the call for ethics in the corporation or more particularly, ethics in the 

boardroom, became clamorous 
– It was argued that those large corporation woefully lacked ethics in the boardroom, and that this lack caused or contributed to the 

corporate failures. The broader movement called, CSR, calls for more ethics in & from the boardroom, the engine-room of the 
company  

1. Within the company: 
– Ethics underlies or are foundation stones of the cluster of responsibilities called fiduciary duties which operate on directors of 

companies. In essence, fiduciary duties say that a director must be [1] honest & [2] faithful to the company (carefulness is not a 
fiduciary duty).  

– The fiduciary role demands honesty & loyalty – integrity  
2. The company & outsiders: 
– Being ethical means that the company should produce quality products at affordable prices, treat its employees & trading partners 

with fairness & observe the law – these are also requirements of successful trading 
– The law includes requirements as to product quality 
– Observance of the law is a requirement of good business practice & a prerequisite of corporate profitability, the primary goal of the 

company 
Do good corporate ethics pay? 
– Wolfgang Harder article ‘What’s all the Talk About Directors’ Ethics’ 
“For many years the key principles and ‘ethics’ binding directors were known as directors’ fiduciary duties. The call for directors, who are 
aware of their full responsibility, to have a consciousness of social responsibility as well as an ability to view things as a whole, is nothing 
other than putting old wine in new bottles. It is a reincarnation of the long known legal duties of care and loyalty and the duty to act in the 
best interest of the company and avoid actual and potential conflicts of interest. The term ‘director ethics’ is really a rebadging of the ‘old’ 
duties.” 
– The main goal of a business is to build up & maintain a healthy Co & in these circumstances building up a Co & being ethical can 

often be paradoxes & can often blur the line between right & wrong 
– The increased focus on ethical standards is as a result of Co’s realising that ethics pay, thus creating a new basis for competition in 

the market. 
– The outcome in general is a ‘code of ethical conduct for directors’ or a set of ‘corporate governance principles’ – these codes reflect 

the ethical values of a Co & this way of defining ethics has some advantages.  
– FIRST: It can improve knowledge of employees & directors 
– SECOND: the outcome can be revised, optimised & simplified  
– THIRD: unwanted individual ‘morality’ can be guided away from a personal understanding to a different Co’s understanding of ethics. 

To find ethics through an internal process seems to be successful  
BUT: will good corporate ethics prevent the downfall of Co’s? 
– If you look at the collapse of HIH & Enron these weren’t necessarily for ethical reasons, they were due to a focus on short-term 

advantage without considering long-term consequences. 
– Directors must look at what they want their Co to be, how they would like it to be perceived & how to make ethics a way of life for the 

entire organisation. 
[5] Pope & CSR: 
Catholic Pope Francis published an Encyclical on the environment recently 
– He describes relentless exploitation & destruction of the environment & says apathy, the reckless pursuit of profits, excessive faith in 

technology & political short-sightedness are to blame 
– The Encyclical is seen as an unsubtle nudge for action 
– He praises young people for being ready to change & said enforceable international agreements are urgently needed 
– I don’t think he is strictly taking either the stakeholder or shareholder approach à he recognises that profits are important but 

corporations need to consider the damage on the environment for the future  
– I think he is recognising that a strict shareholder approach is not going to solve the problems  
[6] Enforcing responsibilities upon TNC 
– There is increasing acceptance of corporations duties at international law. 
– The UN ‘Universal Declaration of Human Rights’ states in its preamble that ‘every individual & every organ of society shall strive 

to secure their observance à this has specifically been said to include corporations 
– EG: in the Apartheid era in South Africa, the UN required certain procedures to be followed by corporations 
– Intergovernmental & nongovernmental organisations have also tried to impose direct responsibilities upon TNCs 

– The UN’s promotion of CSR concluded with the establishment of the UN Global Compact a voluntary initiative seeking to advance 10 
universal principles in the areas of human right, labour, environment & anti-corruption. These ten principles, including such things as 
protection of human rights, abolition of forced labour, respect for the environment, are derived from various obligations already owed 
to the international community by states. It imposes direct responsibilities but membership is voluntary  

– OECD issued the ‘Guidelines for MNE: The OECD guidelines are far more substantial than their UN counterpart & contain an 
exhaustive list of business-related guidelines, ranging from employment practices to environment protection. OECD guidelines are 
non-binding but implementation & monitoring is taken more serious that other such initiatives 

– UN’s proclamation – The ‘Norms on the Responsibilities of TNC’s & other Business Enterprises with Regard to Human 
Rights: offers a conceptual foundation for a binding international law instrument. The closest we have come to the espousal of 
international norms which directly bind corporations, even as private actors. The norms were in 2005 criticised by Western States, 
who refused to accept them as binding, primarily on the basis that corporations could not be subject to international law  

– US Alien Tort Claims Act: The ATCA was adopted in 1789 stating that Federal district courts in the US have original jurisdiction of 
any civil action by an alien for a tort only, committed in violation of the law of nations or a treaty of the US. This allows actions in 
federal courts [1] by an alien [2] for a tort [3] committed in violation of international law. There is no limits on who could validly be 
included as a defendant in such an action, providing scope for actions against US nationals & aliens alike  

Anti-corruption enforcement is going global: 
– The US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act & UK Bribery Act have extraterritorial reach. MNC’s with connections to the US & the UK are 

becoming increasingly aware of the risks of enforcement of these two statutes by the US & UK authorities. 
– The FCPA applies broadly to numerous categories of US & non-US persons & businesses – can give rise to liability even where the 

corrupt act takes place entirely or mostly outside the US. So, too with the UK Bribery Act 
– UK Bribery Act applies to bribery & corruption in the private sector (not just bribery to foreign officials as with the FCPA). It has 

penalties of up to 10 years jail & unlimited fine for individuals & Co’s. It applies to all UK Co’s, citizens & residents wherever the 
bribery occurs & to non-UK nationals or Co’s if an act or omission forming part of the offence takes place in the UK.   

TYPES OF BUSINESS STRUCTURES 
– The partnership 

• All property brought into [s 23 Partnerships Act] or afterwards acquired by the partnership [s 24] becomes property of the 
partnership 

• A partner has no title to specific property owned by the partnership but has a beneficial interest in the partnership assets: Everett 
v FCoT 

• Exception to property becoming part of the partnership: [1] if it is expressly provided for in the p’ship agreement that 
property ownership will not pass to partnership [2] if there is an implied intention that property will not become pass to 
partnership – there are circumstances which imply that the partner never intended to give up the property – must be special or 
unusual circumstances: Kelly v Kelly  

• Partners are liable jointly in K: ss8-12 PA BUT liable jointly & several in tort: ss13-15 PA 
• Number of partners is limited to 20: 115 CA à EXCEPT: Corporate Regulations 2A.1.01: Directors/Stockbroker: 50 Solicitors: 

400 & Accountants: 1000 
– The limited partnership & incorporated limited partnerships – see ss 48-69 Partnership Act QLD 

• Enables the formation of a partnership between at least one GENERAL partner (with unlimited liability) & one or more LIMITED 
partners (who retain limited liability) à this is a sudo exception to not being able to K out of liability in a partnership  

• Limited partner only play a limited role within the business – they do not have a role in management of the firm & have no power 
to bind the firm  

• General partners will make management decisions for partnership  
– Sole trader (‘one person business’) 

• No separate legal entity & unlimited liability à only possible if there is one person otherwise not relevant 
PROS: 
• Simple administration only requirement is registration of a business name à control & decisions are in sole trader à allocation 

of profits to one person à privacy & personal tax rule 
CONS: 
• Unlimited liability à limited fundraising options à goodwill is hard to pass on at sale cuz the business is closely associated w/ 

the sole trader à limited skill base 
– Unincorporated Association 

• Must be not for profit: Smith v Anderson  
• Committee members acting with authority will be personally liable: Bradley Egg Farm 

– Incorporated Association (non-profit entities) 
• Receive same protection as a company BUT must still be not for profit  

– Corporations established under their own statutes (i.e universities or Hudson Bay Company) 
– The company  

• Separate Legal Entity: 124 
• Co has capacity to enter into K themselves: 127 
• Can change from Pty Ltd to Ltd later on under s 162 via passing a special resolution [min 75% of votes] 
• Limited at the end of a company name demonstrates that each members liability for the company debts is limited in some way 

– whether this is limited by shares [value of the shares itself or amount of unpaid shares: s 516] or by a guarantee [a monetary 
limit you guarantee to pay: s 9] 

[A] Companies limited by shares [i.e News Ltd] defined in s 9 
– Public Companies: defined in s 9 

• Must have at least one member & no maximum placed on number of members: s 114 
• Must have at least 3 directors – 2 must be residents of Australia: s 201A 

– Proprietary companies: defined in s 45A(1) 
• Must have at least one members: s 114  
• Maximum number of members is 50: s 113 
• Must have at least one director who is a resident of Aus: s 201A 

[B] Companies limited by guarantee [i.e bond university, Cricket Aus] à do not have share capital + are not for profit [i.e members 
cannot make a profit but the business can – just needs to go back into business] 
[C] Unlimited Companies: defined in s9 
[D] No-liability Companies see s 254M 
– Franchise: s 9 

• Means an arrangement under which a person earns profits or income by exploiting a right, conferred by the owner of the right, to 
use a trade mark or design or other intellectual property or the goodwill attached to it in connection with the supply of goods or 
services 

• Disadvantage is a franchise is not a business entity – more of a vehicle or means by which other business structures run [i.e 
company set up as franchise] 

• Advantage is that is allows for rapid market penetration – do not have to pay for other facilities – you are paid to take your 
business into new areas 

FOUNDATIONS PRINCIPLES 
The history of companies:  
– The Dutch East India Company was a chartered Co established in 1602; it received a 21-year monopoly to carry out 

colonial activities in Asia. It was the first multinational corporation in the world. It was the first Co to issue shares. It was 
also the world’s first mega-corporation, possessing quasi-governmental powers, including the ability to wage war, 
negotiate treaties, coin money, & establish colonies  

[1] SEPARATE LEGAL ENTITY DOCTRINE 
– The company is a legal person separate from its participants i.e 1] its obligations and property are its own & not those of 

its participants 2] its existence continues unchanged even if the identity of the participants changes 3] companies issue 
shares that are tradeable 

Solomon: a company is at law a different person altogether from the SH’s & the company is not in law an agent of the SH’s 
or trustee for them. Nor are the SH liable in any shape or form except to the extent & in the manner provided for by the Act.  

[2] LIMITED LIABILITY 
– In a Co ltd by shares, a members liability to contribute to meet the debts of the Co is limited à to the amount, if any, 

remaining unpaid on their shares. [Often at the cost of unsecured creditors and victims of negligence] 
[3] DIRECTORS DUTIES 

– [1] Duty to be honest s 181(1) i.e to act in good faith [2] Duty to be loyal s 181, 182, 183 [3] duty to be careful s 180 
COMPANY DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS 

[A] DIRECTORS 
– The role of the director: The Co itself cannot act in its own person, for it has no person, it can only act through directors: 

Ferguson v Wilson per Cairns LC  
– Directors are the brain of the company: HL Bolton Engineering v TJ Graham Lord Denning 
– Directors are the directing mind & will of the corporation, the very ego & centre of the personality of the corporation: 

Lennards Carrying v Asiatic Petroleum per Viscount Haldane  
– There is no lower standard of care for non-executive directors: Daniels v Anderson (AWA case) 

– Executive director is an employee of the company BUT a non-executive director is not  
– MD is both a manager & a director [have dual capacities] BUT the directors may confer or revoke powers on the 

managing director: s 198C 
1. Definition of directors: s 9 defines a directors as  

(a) a person who: 
 (i)  is appointed to the position of a director; or 
 (ii)  is appointed to the position of an alternate director and is acting in that capacity; 
     regardless of the name that is given to their position; and 
(b) unless the contrary intention appears, a person who is not validly appointed as a director if; 
 (i) they act in the position of a director; or [DE FACTO DIRECTOR] 
 (ii) the directors of the company or body are accustomed to act in accordance with the person’s instructions or wishes. 
[SHADOW DIRECTOR] 
NOTE: Subparagraph (b)(ii) does not apply merely because the directors act on advice given by the person in the proper 
performance of functions attaching to the person’s professional capacity, or the person’s business relationship with the 
directors or the company or body. 

2. De facto and shadow directors 
– De facto director means a director in fact 
– De jure director means a director properly appointed  
Who is at risk of being caught up as a de facto director: 
– 1] Directors whose appointments were invalid 2] directors who continued their appointments after they lapsed or after 

invalid resignation 3] consultants & business advisers 4] senior management 4] banks & major creditors 5] appointers of 
puppet nominee directors 

– If you effectively run the company, taking part in the strategic decisions, even though you are not properly appointed, you 
may be swept up into liability for any breaches of directors duties 

[A] DE FACTO DIRECTORS 
STRUCTURE: [1] NAME could be liable for acting in the position of a director (defacto director): 9(b)(i) [2] Although not 
properly appointed NAME appears to be exercising top level management functions, which is a necessary condition of acting 
as a director: Deputy Commissioner of Taxation v Austin [3] TLMF have been defined as … see below Grimaldi v 
Chameleon Mining [4] NAME is doing work which could only be discharged by a director SUCH AS VOTING: Hydrodam 
[5] Analogous to/distinguished from CASE…[6] Therefore NAME is likely to be considered a defacto director & as such liable 
for breaches of the Corps Act: Drysdale & Grimaldi  
RULE: a necessary condition of acting as a director, whether properly appointed or not, is that one exercises top level 
management functions: Madgwick J in Deputy Commissioner of Taxation v Austin 
– To establish that a person was a de facto director it is necessary to prove that he undertook functions in relation to the Co 

which could properly only be discharged by a director [i.e doing the work of a director]: Millet J in Hydrodam (Corby) 
– TLMF have been defined as: preparing a prospectus, raising capital for the company, putting forward appointment for the 

board of directors and voting: Grimaldi v Chameleon Mining 
CAC v Drysdale: D’s term of office had finished & consti has an automatic termination clause once their allotted time had run 
out. D continued to attend board meetings & vote & nobody was aware his term had run out. There were breaches of s180(1) 
D said he was not a director anymore so couldn’t be involved. HCA held: you are a director – you were a de facto director [in 
fact even though not strictly in law] & liable for breaches of the CA  
Grimaldi v Chameleon Mining: G negotiated mining rights in Fiji & was lead negotiator, prepared a prospectus, raised 
capital for the company, knew some good appointments for the board of directors FFCA held: an external company consultant 
to be a director [he was doing the work of a director] & liable for breaches of duty. C claimed that several of its directors had 
breached their fiduciary duties to the company 180 (negligence) 181 (acting in best interest of the Co) 182 (misuse of 
information). G was alleged to be a de facto director of C & sued for the same contraventions (G was a director & controlling 
mind of Murchison Metals which was also sued by C).  
[B] SHADOW DIRECTORS 
STRUCTURE: [1] NAME could be liable as a shadow director cuz the Co is accustomed to acting in accordance w/ their 
instructions: 9(b)(ii) [2] To be liable, as outlined in Hydrodam, there must be a pattern of behaviour established in which the 
board fails to exercise any judgment on their own.  The board has failed to exercise their own judgment/ have acted in 
accordance with NAMES instructions because… APPLY FACTS: [3] Analogous to CASE [4] Therefore NAME will be 
considered a shadow director & liable for breaches of the Corps Act: Drysdale & Grimaldi  
RULE: what is needed is a pattern of behaviour in which the board did not exercise any discretion or judgment of its own, but 
acted in accordance with the direction of others [to demonstrate the ‘accustomed to act in accordance requirement under CA]: 
Millet J Re Hydrodam  
NOTE: it is important to consider the exception under s9 where a professional will not be a director 
Hydrodam (Corby): Parent company directors gave specific directions to the board of a subsidiary company. Held: parent 
company directors could be considered shadow directors of the sub-sid if they had been accustomed to acting in accordance 
with those directions  
Buzzle Operations v Apple Computer: Apple was a major supplies to Buzzle who was a distributor of Apple products & it 
was also a major creditor. Apple was fed up with B not paying so they decided to install someone in the B head office to 
attend meetings & advise on finance. Issue was whether this person sitting in B’s office was a shadow director. Held: NO – 
even though they were the finance director from Apple he did not amount to a shadow director cuz they were not accustomed 
to obeying this person even though they usually did. Said: Apple were only doing what was reasonable in the circumstances 
to protect their exposure to B. 
[C] CONSEQUENCES OF BEING LABELLED A DIRECTOR: 
RULE: De facto & shadow directors can be liable for breaches of directors duty, even though they have not been properly 
appointed: Drysdale & Grimaldi 
– Includes s 180-183 directors duties & 588G [allowing the company to trad whilst it is insolvent] 
– De facto directors can still bind the company à “an act done by a director is effective even if their appointment is invalid”: 

s 201M 
Venture Acceptance Corporation v Kirton: VA (director) did not hold the require number of qualification shares [didn’t have 
skin in the game]. A decision was made to call in money on shares that were not fully paid & were trying to stop this on the 
basis director didn’t have the required qualification shares. Held: all the decisions they took part in were valid 

[B] POWER WITHIN THE COMPANY 
NOTE: when answering this type of question 1] look to what the interest is of the directors (to check if there is a conflict of 
interest i.e s 195) 2] then determine the duty of the directors (to act for Co) 
STRUCTURE: [1] principle in s 198A (consider 249D if request by person w/ at least 5% votes) [2] Rule in Automatic Self-
Cleansing Filter Syndicate v Cuninghame [3] In the present case the SH are attempting to exercise APPLY FACTS, which 
is a power generally vested in the board & beyond the power of the GM [4] Therefore, in applying rule in NRMA v Parker… 
[5] However, there is an exception established by the rule Marshall case … (if applicable) 
RULE: the business of the company is to be managed by the directors: s 198A 
– If the powers of management are vested in the directors, then only they can wield those power not the shareholders à 

THUS a GM cannot usurp the boards role: Automatic Self-Cleansing Filter Syndicate v Cuninghame  
– NOTE: directors are not required to call a meeting [i.e if 249D is met or if certain requirements have been met requiring 

directors to call] IF what was going to be done at the GM was beyond the power of the GM [i.e it was specifically reserved 
to the board in the consti]: NRMA v Parker 

RULE: Directors must call & arrange to hold a GM on the request of members with at least 5% of the votes: s 249D 
EXCEPTION: 
– Self-interest:  Where there is an element of self-interest by the directors (i.e they are set to gain something from 

proceeding with a management decision etc) then the general rule of s 198A does not apply: see Marshall’s valve gear 
v Manning  

– Litigation: where the interests of justice demand it, the power to initiate a suit on the company’s behalf is not confined to 
the board, even though it’s a management decisions falling under 198A(1): Krause v JG Lloyd 

NRMA v Parker: consti said if 200 members signed a doc of requisition they could call a GM – BUT consti said certain things 
were reserved just for the board of directors to make decisions on. The members were trying to make decisions on a few 
matters which were reserved to the board to make. HELD: Directors didn’t have to call a meeting despite the 200 signatures 
being obtained cuz what was going to be done at the GM was beyond the power of the GM & directors were entitled to ignore 
the requisition & not call a GM 
John Shaw & Sons (Salford) v Shaw: The consti said that the business of the Co shall be managed by the directors subject 
to such regulations as may be described by the company in general. Two permanent directors w/ sufficient power under the 
consti commenced action on behalf of the company against 3 directors. Those other directors called a GM which passed a 
general resolution requiring the chairman of the board to instruct the company’s solicitors not to proceed further w/ the action. 


